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Playtime / Where
Year 1do they live?
Playtime — Page 2

2

Playtime

If pupils are struggling, point to each object
and ask, “Does this belong in a park?”

Look at this picture of a park. Draw a ring around the four
things that do not belong.

Extra Questions & Activities
•

Ask pupils to describe what is happening in the picture
(e.g. the boys are playing football, a girl is on the swing,
another girl is playing with a hula hoop).

•

Do pupils know what the things they have circled are
called? (Giraffe, octopus, dinosaur, penguin.)

•

Can pupils explain why these animals don’t belong in
the park? Where do they belong?

•

As a group, come up with a list of words to describe
how the children in the picture might feel about seeing
the animals, e.g. shocked, scared, surprised.

•

Ask pupils to draw a picture of their classroom with
some unexpected animals or objects in it. Pupils can
swap their picture with a partner — can they spot the
things that don’t belong?

Did you find the four things?
Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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Where do they live? — Page 3

Where do they live?

This exercise allows pupils to draw upon their
own knowledge of animals and their homes.

Trace over each word. Match each animal to its home.

dog
fish

nest

bowl

hen

leaves

ladybird

kennel

Do you know who lives where?
© Not to be photocopied
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Extra Questions & Activities
•

Ask pupils if they can think of any other homes for the
animals on the page (e.g. fish also live in the sea, hens
also live in barns, some dogs might live indoors).

•

Show pupils pictures of animal homes, e.g. a hive, a
stable. Can they guess which animals live there?

•

Go through the alphabet and ask pupils to point to each
letter from the words beneath the pictures, e.g. the ‘a’
in ladybird, the ‘b’ in bowl. Which letters don’t appear
in the words on the page (c, j, m, p, q, u, x and z)? Can
pupils think of words that contain these missing letters?

•

The word ‘ladybird’ is a compound word. Explain that
compound words are two words that have been put
together to make a new word. Can pupils think of any
other compound words (e.g. playground, football)?

Key Stage 1 Comprehension — Year 1
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At the beach / Year
What1 happens next?
At the beach — Page 4

4

At the beach

Children should have coloured
the items that have been circled.

Trace over each word.
Colour in the things you would need at the beach.

Extra Questions & Activities
flip flops
bucket
sun hat

Ask pupils if there is anything else they might take to
the beach. Ask them to write a list or draw pictures.

•

Ask pupils to imagine that they are swimming in the
sea with a snorkelling mask. What can they see
underwater? Ask them to draw a picture. You could
hand out sheets with printed snorkelling frames so that
their pictures look as though they are being seen
through the mask.

•

Teach pupils the tongue twister ‘She Sells Sea Shells’.
Practise as a class and see who can say it all the way
through with no mistakes.

•

Show pupils how to loosely draw around their hands
to make a shell shape. Ask them to write a sentence
on their shell about their favourite thing to do at the
beach. The shells could form a class display.

milk

pencil

spade

•

mask

Can you read all of the words?
Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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What happens next? — Page 5

What
Colouring
happensin
next?

Although one ending is more probable, the alternative
should be accepted if pupils can justify their response.

Look at the pictures. Tick the picture which finishes each story.

Extra Questions & Activities


•

Ask pupils to explain how they knew which picture
finished each sequence.

•

Ask pupils about their own bedtime routine. Do they
do anything else that is not shown in the pictures (e.g.
drink a glass of milk, read a story)? Write words from
their answers on the board (e.g. milk, story). Encourage
pupils to copy the words and draw a picture.

•

Ask pupils to write or verbalise a caption for each
picture, e.g. ‘He brushes his teeth.’, ‘He goes to sleep.’

•

Ask pupils to draw their own three-frame cartoon
showing what they do when they arrive at school in the
morning, e.g. hanging up their coat, walking to their
classroom, sitting at their desk.



Do you know what happens next?
© Not to be photocopied
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Finish the groupYear
/ What
1 is for dinner?
Finish the group — Page 6

6

Finish
Colouring
the group
in

Pupils may have drawn different pictures to those
suggested. Any sensible alternatives should be rewarded.

Trace over each word. Draw a picture to match each group.

fruit

Extra Questions & Activities
animals

party

•

Ask pupils to draw or write down any other things
which would fit into each category from the exercise.

•

Give pupils other categories, e.g. vegetables, sports,
things that live underwater. How many things can they
think of that fit each category?

•

Ask pupils about the fruit on the page. Do they know
what they are called? What fruit do pupils like to eat?

•

Ask pupils if they know the names of the animals on
the page. Do they know what countries they are from?

•

Using the list of birthday party objects from the first
activity, ask children to describe an imaginary birthday
party. What can pupils see, hear, smell, touch and
taste?

Did your pictures match each group?
Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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What is for dinner? — Page 7

What
Colouring
is for dinner?
in

If pupils are struggling, ask them to describe what is
happening in each picture before putting them in order.

Put these pictures in the right order to tell a story. Write either
1, 2, 3 or 4 in the box to show the order.

Extra Questions & Activities

3

•

Talk to pupils about the order they have put the
pictures in. How did they decide on the order?

•

Ask pupils to write or verbalise a sentence which
describes each frame of the story.

•

Ask pupils what might have happened before the first
picture (e.g. they might have gone to the shops to buy
ingredients, they might have washed their hands) and
after the last picture (e.g. they might have washed the
dishes). Pupils could draw a picture to accompany one
of these new steps.

•

Ask pupils to draw their own storyboard about what
they do during lunchtime at school. Ask them to cut it
out and give it to a partner to re-order.

4

Let’s cook dinner!

1

2

Does your order make sense?
© Not to be photocopied
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In my pencil case
Year
/ What
1
is the order?
In my pencil case — Page 8

8

In Colouring
my pencil case
in
Count how many items there are in each group. Write the
number in each sentence. The first one has been done for you.

Encourage pupils who are struggling to number
each item as they count them. Struggling pupils
may also complete the sentences using digits.

Extra Questions & Activities

1

three rulers.
There are ..................

2

five
There are ..................
pencils.

four
paint brushes.
3 There are ..................
4

two
There are ..................
pairs of scissors.

•

Ask pupils to circle all the plural words on the page.

•

Instruct pupils to colour the pencils in green, the
scissors in purple, the rulers in red, the brushes in blue
and the pen in yellow.

•

Ask pupils to make a list of all the other things that
might be found in a pencil case, e.g. a rubber, felt tips, a
sharpener, paperclips.

•

As a group, make a list of words that rhyme with ‘pen’,
e.g. men, hen, den, ten.

•

Ask pupils to design a pencil case. Encourage them to
be creative with their designs, for example they could
have secret pockets or incorporate different sections
for each type of stationery.

Did you write the word for each number?
Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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What
Colouring
is the order?
in

What is the order? — Page 9

Look at the pictures. Put the words in the correct order.
The first one has been done for you.

Ask pupils to identify each image
before beginning the activity.

Extra Questions & Activities

1 snow
3 melt
2 make
3

•

Ask pupils to explain how they knew what order each
step came in. What would happen if they did the
actions in the wrong order?

•

Can pupils explain why it is important to give
instructions in the right order? Would it be easy or
hard to follow a recipe that was mixed up?

•

Ask pupils to write a list of words to describe each
picture, e.g. the pizza might be hot, tasty, yummy.

•

Ask pupils to choose a picture from the page and
describe each step, e.g. Put the bread in the toaster.
Spread butter on the toast. Eat the toast.

•

Ask pupils to mime one of the activities — the rest of
the class can guess what they are acting out.

chop

2 peel
1

dig

1

toast

3

eat

2

spread

3 eat
1 cook
2 cut

How
Does did
youryou
order
findmake
this page?
sense?
© Not to be photocopied
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What is it called?Year
/ A pirate
1
adventure!
What is it called? — Page 10

10

What
Colouring
is it called?
in
Trace over each word. Write the right word under each picture.

hat

key

shoe

bag

book

Ask pupils to read the words out
loud before starting the activity.

bus

Extra Questions & Activities
hat
........................

shoe
........................

bus
........................

•

Ask pupils to circle the words that begin with ‘b’. Can
they think of any other words that begin with ‘b’? Ask
them to write a list, then compare their list with a
partner. Have they spelt everything right? Did their
partner think of any words they didn’t know?

•

Ask pupils to colour in all the items from the page that
can be worn. Can they think of any other examples of
things you can wear?

•

Ask pupils to change the spellings of each object on
the page to make all the words plural.

•

Ask pupils to come up with words to describe each
object, e.g. the girl’s hat, a red bag, a dirty shoe.

•

Can pupils come up with a story that includes all the
objects from the page?

bag
........................

key
........................

book
........................

Did you write the correct words?
Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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A pirate
Colouring
adventure!
in

A pirate adventure! — Page 11
Pupils may need help reading the
words ‘telescope’ and ‘eye patch’.

Extra Questions & Activities

Find these things in the picture.
Draw a ring around the ones you can find.
1

A flag

2

A telescope

3

A pirate with an eye patch

4

A treasure map

5

Two different animals

6

A bottle

Did
Howyou
did find
you everything
find this page?
in the picture?
© Not to be photocopied

•

Ask pupils to describe what is happening in the picture.

•

Can pupils label some of the other objects in the
picture (e.g. a barrel, a ship, a palm tree, a spade)?

•

Would pupils like to meet the pirates in the picture?
Why or why not?

•

Ask pupils to create a wanted poster for an imaginary
pirate. Pupils can draw their pirate and add a description
of their crimes underneath their drawing. It may be
useful to print off a wanted poster template to hand out.

•

Tell pupils about messages in bottles. In small groups,
ask pupils to write a message, put it in a plastic bottle
and then hide it in the classroom. Pupils can hunt for
other groups’ bottles.

Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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Colour the picture
Year/ Can
1 you f  inish it?
Colour the picture — Page 12

12

Colour
Colouring
the picture
in

This exercise provides an opportunity to complement the
curriculum by teaching ‘The Wheels On The Bus’ song.

Colour the picture so it matches the text.
The children are riding on a red bus. The driver has a
blue hat. The grass is green. The flowers are pink.

Extra Questions & Activities

red

blue

•

Ask pupils to colour in the rest of the picture and to
write some sentences to continue the description on
the page, e.g. The sky is blue. The clouds are white.

•

Ask pupils where they think the bus is going. Are the
children on their way to school? Are they going on a
class trip? Can pupils justify their responses?

•

Have pupils ever been on a bus? Where did they go?
Did they enjoy travelling by bus?

•

Ask pupils to imagine that they are travelling on a bus.
Ask them to describe what they can see from the
window.

•

Teach the song ‘The Wheels On The Bus’ to the class.
Can they learn it off by heart?

pink

green

Did you use the right colours?
Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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Can you finish it? — Page 13

Can you f inish it?

This activity enables children to recognise and complete
predictable phrases. Pupils may need help spelling ‘toes’,
as it sounds like it should be the split o-e digraph.

Finish each speech bubble with the right word.

On your marks. Get set.
Go
........................!

time
Once upon a .......................

Extra Questions & Activities
•

Ask pupils where they have heard each phrase before,
e.g. at the start of a race, in fairy stories, in a song.

•

Starting with the phrase ‘Once upon a time’, ask each
pupil to add one sentence, and go around the class
making a story. Write down what each pupil says, then
read the finished story to the class. Do they like it? Can
they think of any ways to improve it?

•

Discuss the sentence ‘They lived happily ever after.’
Can pupils think of any stories they have read which
end this way?

•

Give pupils a list of phrases from fairy stories (e.g.
“What big teeth you have Grandma!”; “I’ll huff and I’ll
puff and I’ll blow your house down!”; “Fi Fie Fo Fum!”).
Do pupils know which fairy story they belong to?

They lived happily ever
after
.
........................
Heads, shoulders, knees
toes
and ........................
.
Did you finish all the sentences?
© Not to be photocopied
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In the park
Year
/ Yes
1 or no?
In the park — Page 14

14

Colouring
In the park
in

It may be helpful to discuss what is happening in
the picture before pupils attempt the activity.
Sam and Jake

Extra Questions & Activities
Alice
Aziz

Callum

Robert

•

Ask pupils to look at the expressions on the children’s
faces. Ask pupils to think of a word to describe how
each child might be feeling.

•

What else can pupils see in the park (e.g. a lake, a
treehouse, a tyre swing)? How is this park different or
similar to their local park?

•

Ask pupils to pick one of the characters from the
picture and think up a story about them and what they
are doing in the park.

•

Ask pupils what other things they can do in the park
(e.g. play football, have a picnic, play in the playground)
and write a list on the board. Have a class vote to see
which activity is the most popular.

Look at the picture. Who is...
1

Callum
fishing? ........................

2

Aziz
taking a photo? ........................

3

Robert
painting? ........................

4

Alice
riding a bike? ........................

5

Sam and Jake
playing chase? ................................................

Did you find everyone in the picture?
Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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Yes or no? — Page 15

Colouring
Yes or no?in

Before starting the activity, ask pupils to
describe the people they can see on the page.

Draw a ring round either ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to show if the sentence
matches the picture or not.

yes

yes

Extra Questions & Activities

no

no

•

Ask children to draw pictures that match the sentences
where ‘no’ has been circled, i.e. “Laura dressed up as a
princess” and “Luke is a doctor”. They could also
correct the sentences that don’t match the original
pictures, i.e. “Laura dressed up as a pirate” and “Luke
is a farmer.”

•

Ask pupils to come up with a story explaining how
Barry hurt himself.

•

Ask the children to play ‘Guess Who’ using the
characters on the page. Ask one pupil to the front
of the class and assign them one of the characters.
Get the rest of the class to ask ‘yes’ or ‘no’ questions
in order to ascertain who the pupil at the front is
pretending to be, e.g. Have you got a broken leg? Are
you wearing glasses? You could then expand this game
of ‘Guess Who’ so that pupils have to guess the
identity of a classmate using ‘yes’ and ‘no’ questions.

Laura dressed up
as a princess.

Barry has hurt
himself.

yes

yes

no

no

Jane wears glasses.

Luke is a doctor.

How
Did you
did circle
you find
the this
correct
page?
answers?
© Not to be photocopied
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Read the sign /Year
Finish
1 the sentences
Read the sign — Page 16

16

Read the sign

Pupils may need assistance with the first sign.
Talk to pupils about what they can see in the
image and what the cross might signify.

Look at the pictures and read the sentences.
Tick the sentence which matches each picture.

 Do not take photos.

Extra Questions & Activities

Camera for sale.

•

Ask pupils to draw signs to represent the other
options in the activity, (i.e “Camera for sale”, “The cat
has won a prize”, “We sell bus tickets”).

•

Show pupils some examples of signs from around
the school (e.g. wash your hands, school crossing).
Do they know what these signs mean?

•

Discuss the conventions of signs with pupils, e.g. big
pictures, usually in bold colours, not many words. Why
do pupils think signs look this way? (E.g. They’re designed
to catch people’s attention, not using words means that
anyone can understand them.)

•

Ask children to design their own poster or sign.
It might advertise the next school play, or it might
remind pupils not to run in the corridors.

MISSING
The cat is lost.



The cat has won a prize.
Reward!

We sell bus tickets.
Buy tickets
here!



We sell boat tickets.

Do you know what the signs mean?
Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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Finish the sentences — Page 17

Finish
Colouring
the sentences
in

Pupils should read the exercise carefully to
avoid confusion over the different children.

Look at the picture. Fill in the missing words.

Extra Questions & Activities
Lucy

Paul
Lacey
Sally

•

Ask pupils to label the animals in the picture.

•

Ask pupils to write sentences about Lucy and her pets.
For example, they could write: Lucy is playing with two
squirrels; There are two squirrels climbing on Lucy.
(You may need to help children spell ‘squirrels’.)

•

Pupils could colour in the picture on the page.

•

Ask pupils to look at the dog in the picture. What do
they think the dog might do next (e.g. jump in the
lake, chase the frog)? Ask pupils to give reasons for
their answers.

•

Ask pupils to write a sentence about their own pets, or
the clothes they are wearing.

•

Ask pupils what they think the weather is like in the
picture. Ask them to give reasons for their answers
(e.g. it is warm because Patrick is wearing shorts).

Patrick

1

Patrick
..........................
is wearing a hat.

three
frogs.
2 There are ..........................
3

rabbits
Lacey is playing with two ..........................
.

4

Paul
has a pet lizard.
..........................

5

Lucy
is wearing stripy tights.
..........................

Did you finish all the sentences?
© Not to be photocopied
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Who am I? Year
/ Who
1 said what?
Who am I? — Page 18

18

Colouring
Who am I?
in

Support students who are struggling by
asking them to read the sentences and
describe each object in their own words.

Read the sentences. Draw a ring around the picture which
matches each pair of sentences.
I have two wheels.
You can ride me.

I help you see in the dark.
You can switch me on.

Extra Questions & Activities

I am made of sand.
You can build me.

•

Ask pupils to write or verbalise similar sentences for
the other objects on the page (e.g. ‘you use me to
score a goal’). They could swap sentences with a
partner and guess which object is being described.
Then give each pupil a picture of an object that isn’t on
the page. In turn, ask them to say a sentence
describing it. Ask the class to guess what they are.
Pupils can ask extra questions if they are struggling to
guess the object.

•

Ask pupils to look at the camping pictures and imagine
that they are on a camping holiday. What is the
weather like? What animals might they be able to see?
Ask them to write or verbalise some sentences about
waking up outside in a tent. What is it like?

You can blow me.
I make a loud noise.

Did you find the right pictures?
Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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Who said what? — Page 19

Who
Colouring
said what?
in

This page offers an opportunity for pupils to
develop their inference skills. If pupils are struggling,
ask them what they can see in each picture.

Trace over each sentence. Draw a line to match the speech
bubble to the right person.

I love sport!

Extra Questions & Activities
•

Ask pupils to explain why they matched each character
with each speech bubble.

•

Ask pupils to draw a self-portrait and write some
speech bubbles which describe themselves. They
could write about their appearance, their interests
or any facts about themselves. You could turn the
pictures and speech bubbles into a class display.

•

Ask pupils to pick one of the characters from the
exercise and write or verbalise a short description
or story related to that character.

•

In pairs, ask pupils to take turns trying to mime actions
for each of the characters (e.g. they could pretend to
stroke an imaginary pet for ‘I have a pet’, or blow out
the candles on a birthday cake for ‘It’s my birthday’).

It’s my birthday.

I live in a castle.

I have a pet.
Do you know who said what?
© Not to be photocopied
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Little Miss Muffet
Year
/ Match
1
the sentence
Little Miss Muffet — Page 20

20

Little Miss Muffet
Read the rhyme.

This page and the accompanying activities
provide an opportunity for pupils to become
familiar with a rhyme and to learn it off by heart.

Little Miss Muffet
Sat on a tuffet,
Eating her curds and whey;
Along came a spider
Who sat down beside her
And frightened Miss Muffet away.

Extra Questions & Activities
•

Do pupils know what “tuffet”, “curds” and “whey”
mean? If not, can they make a sensible guess? Look up
the words in a dictionary to check.

•

Can pupils identify the words that rhyme in the song?
Ask them to circle them. Can they think of a different
ending that also rhymes (e.g. “and asked if she wanted
to play”)?

•

Talk to pupils about why Miss Muffet ran away. Are
they scared of spiders too? Why or why not?

•

In small groups, ask pupils to act out what happens in
the nursery rhyme.

•

Ask pupils to learn the rhyme off by heart. Repeat it in
class until pupils can recite it themselves.

Draw the last picture to match the story.

ANY SENSIBLE
PICTURE

Did you draw the last picture?
Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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Match the sentence — Page 21

Match
Colouring
the sentence
in

Encourage pupils who are struggling to look
carefully at the pictures and the speech bubbles.

Look at the pictures. Tick the box next to the sentence which
best describes each picture.
Jose spends all his pocket money.

I’m saving
my pocket
money.

 Jose puts his money in his piggy bank.

Extra Questions & Activities
•

Ask pupils to justify their answers. What clues did
they use from the pictures to make their decision (e.g.
Lewis is smiling, so he’s enjoying making the model)?

•

Can pupils circle the two exclamation marks used on
the page? Do they know why they have been used?

•

Ask pupils to circle all the words from the page which
end with ‘s’. Which of these words are plurals?

•

Ask pupils to draw pictures to represent the incorrect
sentences (e.g. “Jessica has lost her dog”).

This is so
much fun!

Lewis likes making models.



Lewis hates making models.

My tooth
hurts.

 Jessica needs to go to the dentist.
Jessica has lost her dog.

Feed us!

The ducks aren’t hungry.
The ducks are hungry.



Did you tick the correct sentences?
© Not to be photocopied
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Spot the odd one
Year
out1/ Read the menu
Spot the odd one out — Page 22

22

SpotColouring
the odd one
in out
Draw a ring around the two sentences that match each picture.

This activity allows pupils to check that what they
read makes sense in the context of each picture.

Arthur read a map.

Extra Questions & Activities

Liam wore a hat.
Emma listened to music.

•

Ask pupils to explain why they circled each sentence.

•

Ask pupils to think up a story about Liam and Arthur.
Why do they have a map and a camera? Are they
going on holiday or on an adventure? What happens?

•

Ask pupils to write their own set of three sentences to
accompany each picture, so that one of them is an odd
one out. For example, they could write: Arthur had a
backpack. Liam took a photo. Emma ate a sandwich.

•

Ask pupils to draw a picture to match each odd
sentence.

Andrew has a cough.
Elsie flew a kite.
Carl has tummy ache.

Mum goes to the shops.
Anna owns a pony.
Kamal talks to his parrot.
Did you circle the correct sentences?
Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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Read the menu — Page 23

Read
Colouring
the menu
in

Read the items on the menu aloud with the class
before starting the activity. Students may need
assistance with words like ‘doughnut’ and ‘courses’.

Read the information below.
The Hungry Horse cafe
cake

chips

ice cream

hot dog

burger

doughnut

Write the three main courses.
chips
................................................

Write the three puddings.
cake
................................................

hot dog
................................................

ice cream
................................................

burger
................................................

doughnut
................................................

What is the name of the cafe?

The Hungry Horse cafe
................................................

Draw your favourite
food in the box.

Extra Questions & Activities
•

Ask pupils to write down what they would order from
the cafe and give a reason for their choice.

•

Ask pupils how they recognised this as a menu (e.g. it
isn’t written in full sentences, there are pictures next to
each item). What else might they expect to find on a
menu (e.g. the price, a description of each item)?

•

Ask pupils to write two words to describe each item
from the menu, e.g. cake might be sweet and tasty.
Compile the words into a word bank.

•

Ask pupils to imagine they are a chef creating a brand
new dish. Ask them to draw it and label it. Do they
think everyone will like it? Why or why not?

Write down what you
have drawn:
................................................
SIBLE
VARIOUS ANSWERS POS
................................................
Howyou
Did
did finish
you find
the this
page?
page?
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ReasonsYear
/ Party
1 time
Reasons — Page 24

24

Colouring
Reasons in

Although some answers are more probable
than others, alternative responses should be
accepted if pupils can justify their reasoning.

Look at the pictures. Tick the box next to the reason why.
Charlotte had a drink because...
she was tired.

Extra Questions & Activities

 she was thirsty.

Lucy washed her hands
because...
she was about
 to eat.

Gloria bought a present
because...
it was her
 friend’s birthday.

she was about
to play outside.

it was raining.

Joel swept the room because...
he was bored.

•

Ask pupils to explain why they ticked each box.

•

Ask pupils to write a sentence to explain the reasons
that haven’t been ticked, e.g. Charlotte went to bed
because she was tired.

•

Ask pupils to circle all the capital letters on the page.
Why do those words have capital letters?

•

Ask pupils to imagine what present Gloria bought for
her friend. Ask pupils to write about the best present
they have ever received.

 it was dirty.

Did you tick the correct reasons?
Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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Colouring
Party timein

Party time — Page 25
Pupils should have coloured in the outfit circled on
the page. Encourage pupils to write in full sentences.

To Emily
Please come to my 7th birthday party at my
house on 12th May. It will start at 2 pm. It is a kings and
queens party, so please dress up. I hope you can come!
Sophie

1

•

Ask pupils to explain why they chose the outfit for
Emily to wear. What kind of party would the other
three options be suitable for?

•

Discuss the format of the text with pupils. Have they
ever received an invitation before? Explain that
invitations need a date, time and location. Can pupils
spot this information in the text?

•

Ask pupils to write a response to Sophie, either
accepting or declining the invitation. If they accept the
invitation, they should say what they are most looking
forward to about the party (e.g. playing games,
dressing up). If they decline the invitation, they should
give a reason why (e.g. they already have plans).

•

Ask pupils to design their own invitation to an
imaginary party. Make sure they include the necessary
information.

How old will Sophie be on her birthday?
Sophie will be seven on her birthday.
..........................................................................................

2

Extra Questions & Activities

Is the party in the morning or the afternoon?
Her party is in the afternoon.
..........................................................................................

3

Colour in the outfit that Emily could wear to the party.

Howyou
Did
did answer
you findallthis
thepage?
questions?
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At the airport — Pages 26-27

At the airport

Allow pupils who are struggling to complete
the activity with one word answers.

Put a tick next to all the sentences which are true.


Three people have a suitcase.
Jenny has a camera.



Extra Questions & Activities

Daniel is wearing a hat.
Claire has a bike.

•

Ask pupils to write a couple of sentences describing Jack
and Jenny. Pupils might describe what they are wearing
or what they are holding.

•

Ask pupils to look at the clothes the people in the
activity are wearing. Who do they think is travelling to
somewhere hot? Who do they think is travelling to
somewhere cold? Ask them to justify their answers (e.g.
Ruby is wearing gloves so she is going somewhere cold).

•

Ask pupils if they have ever been on an aeroplane.
What was it like? Did they enjoy it or not?

•

Ask pupils to choose one of the characters from the
page and to imagine a story about their holiday.

Answer these questions in full sentences.
1

How many people are there?
There are six people.
..................................................................................................

2

Who has a heart on their T-shirt?
Claire has a heart on her T-shirt.
..................................................................................................

3

Who does not have a bag?
Kyra does not have a bag.
..................................................................................................

4

Who is wearing a coat?
Ruby is wearing a coat.
..................................................................................................
Did you answer in full sentences?
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28

My Colouring
favourite books
in

This page assesses pupils’ ability to make
inferences. Pupils may need help reading the
words ‘penguins’ and ‘buried treasure’.

Read the speech bubbles and answer the questions in full sentences.
I like books
about sport.

Evie

I like books
about pirates.

Extra Questions & Activities

I like books
about animals.

Katie

•

Ask pupils to explain their answers to each question.
How did they know who would like each book?

•

Explain the difference between fiction and non-fiction.
Can pupils think of book recommendations for Evie, Tom
and Katie? Pupils could go to the school library to look
for suitable books. E.g. Tom might like Spot the Dog or
The Very Hungry Caterpillar.

•

Ask pupils about their favourite book. Get them to write
some sentences explaining what their favourite book is
and why they like it.

•

Ask pupils to pick one of the books mentioned in the
activity (i.e. a book about penguins, buried treasure or
football). Ask pupils to write or verbalise a short story
about this topic. They could design a front cover for their
chosen book.

Tom

1

Who would enjoy a book about penguins?
Tom would enjoy a book about penguins.
......................................................................................

2

Who would enjoy a book about buried treasure?
Katie would enjoy a book about buried treasure.
......................................................................................

3

Who would enjoy a book about football?
Evie would enjoy a book about football.
......................................................................................
Do you know who likes which books?

Year 1 — Targeted Comprehension
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29

What is the question?

What is the question? — Page 29
Pupils may have written alternative
questions. Accept any that could
make sense with the answer provided.

Read the answers. Write the questions in the speech bubbles.
What is your name?
................................................................................
................................................................................
My name is Rosie.

Extra Questions & Activities
•

This page gives an opportunity to discuss questions
and question marks. As a group, come up with a list of
question words (e.g. what, how, why, when, where).

•

Discuss pupils’ responses to the activity. How did
pupils know what the question was?

•

Ask pupils to write their own responses to the
questions from the page.

•

Ask pupils to imagine that they are their favourite
storybook character — how would they answer the
questions differently?

•

Ask pupils to write some other questions (e.g. What is
your favourite colour? Do you have a pet?) and swap
with a partner. Ask them to answer each other’s
questions.

How old are you?
................................................................................
................................................................................
I am ten years old.

What is your favourite food?
................................................................................
................................................................................
My favourite food is pizza.
Could you think of all the questions?
© Not to be photocopied
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30

A postcard
Colouring
to in
Gran

Dear Gran,
I am having a great holiday!
Yesterday, we went to the beach.
Today, we are going on a boat.
I hope Max is okay and you are
feeding him and taking him for
walks.
See you soon.
Love, Jess

1

Question 3 gives pupils an
opportunity to make inferences.
Gran
Coronation Street
Manchester
England

Extra Questions & Activities
Discuss pupils’ answers to question 3. Why did they
choose that answer? What evidence from the text did
they use? Ask them to underline the parts of the text
that helped them decide who Max was.

•

Discuss the format of the text with pupils. How do
they know that it is a postcard? What features can
they identify (e.g. space for an address, a stamp,
starting with ‘Dear’ and ending with ‘Love’). Ask them
to label these features on the postcard.

•

Ask pupils to create their own postcard using the
features they have just identified. They should write to
a friend or relative about a real or imagined holiday.
Where did they go? What did they do? What was the
weather like? Pupils should draw a picture of their
holiday destination on the front of the postcard.

Where did Jess go yesterday?
She went to the beach.
..........................................................................................

2

•

What is she doing today?
She is going on a boat.
..........................................................................................

3

Who do you think Max is?
I think Max is her pet dog.
..........................................................................................

4

Find and copy a word from the postcard which shows
Jess is enjoying her holiday.
great
..........................................................................................
Did you answer all the questions?
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A surprise for Mum

A surprise for Mum — Page 31

Read this story and answer the questions below.
Grandad was looking after Anita while Mum
was at work. Grandad and Anita wanted
to do something nice for Mum because she
had been working hard. They baked a cake
for Mum as a surprise. They also tidied the
house and washed the car.
1

Which word best describes Anita and Grandad?
mean

2

 kind

How do you think Mum felt when she came home?
angry

3

silly

sad

 pleased

Give a reason for your choice.
Because Anita and Grandad have done jobs to
......................................................................................
help her and they have made a cake to eat.
......................................................................................

The first activity below offers pupils
an opportunity to make predictions.

Extra Questions & Activities
•

Before pupils read the story, ask them to discuss the title.
What do they think will happen in the story?

•

Having read the story, do they think “A surprise for
Mum” was a suitable title?

•

Ask pupils to think of words which mean the same as
“nice” (e.g. lovely, kind, good, pleasant).

•

Ask pupils to think about a time when they were kind or
gave someone a nice surprise. Encourage them to write
some sentences about how the person reacted.

•

In groups of three, ask pupils to act out the scene when
Mum arrives home. Ask them to imagine her reaction, and
the things she might say to Grandad and Anita. Ask pupils
to perform in their groups to the class.

Did you answer all the questions?
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32

Jack and the Beanstalk
Once upon a time there was a boy called Jack. Jack and his mother
were very poor. All they owned was a cow.
One day, Jack’s mother sent him to the market to sell the
cow. On the way to the market, Jack met an old man. The
man didn’t have any money. Instead, he gave Jack three beans for the
cow. He told Jack they were magic beans.
Jack went home with the beans. His mother was very angry. She threw
the beans out of the window and sent Jack to bed.

1

2

Where did Jack meet the old man?
outside
on the way
 to the market
his house

at the
market

This page allows pupils the opportunity to retell
familiar fairy stories. There is also an opportunity
for pupils to make inferences in question 2.

Extra Questions & Activities
•

Ask pupils to think of words which mean the same as
“angry” (e.g. mad, cross, furious, annoyed).

•

Discuss pupils’ answers to question 3. Did anybody
write anything different? How does the story end?
Ask pupils to draw three pictures to illustrate
important events in the story. Ask them to write
sentences to accompany each picture.

•

Ask pupils to think of an alternative ending to the
traditional tale (e.g. Jack makes friends with the giant).
As a class, write the new ending to the story.

•

Ask pupils to compare Jack and the Beanstalk to other
fairy stories that they know. Can they think of any
similarities or differences? Which fairy story is their
favourite?

Why do you think Jack’s mother was angry?
Because they are poor and needed the money from
.............................................................................................
the cow and Jack swapped the cow for beans.
.............................................................................................

3

What do you think happens next in the story?
A beanstalk grows and Jack climbs it. Jack steals from
.............................................................................................
the giants at the top then chops down the beanstalk.
.............................................................................................
Did you answer all the questions?
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